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Abstract 

Algorithms are presented that determine the visu- 
al relationships between word images in a document. 
These include instances of common word images and 
common substrings that occur often in English lan- 
guage text images. This information is then be used to 
improve the performance of a commercial optical char- 
acter recognition (OCR) algorithm. The algorithms p- 
resented here calculate clusters of equivalent word im- 
ages as well as common initial and final substrings. 
Experimental results are presented that show a 40% 
reduction in word level error rate is achieved on a test 
set of documents degraded by uniform noise. 

1 Introduction 

Typical commercial OCR systems recognize images 
of words by segmenting them into isolated characters 
and recognizing those images. A decision for a word 
image is represented as the concatenation of the de- 
cisions for its individual characters. A postprocessing 
algorithm is sometimes used that compares a string of 
character decisions to a word list and attempts to cor- 
rect errors by finding the word that closely matches 
the string of character decisions. 

A recent development has been to improve OCR 
postprocessing by considering the visual relations be- 
tween words that exist in normal English language 
documents [I]. These relations include repeated word- 
s (such as “the”, “of” and so on) and repeated sub- 
strings (for example, the word “the” occurs at the be- 

ginning of the word “theatre”). This recent work cap- 
italized on this characteristic by requiring that the de- 
cisions output by a postprocessing algorithm for two d- 
ifferent word images must be the same when those im- 
ages contain common sequences of image data. That 
is, the symbolic decisions are the same when the cor- 
responding image data is equivalent. 

This approach takes advantage of the fact that it 
is often possible to determine that two word images 
or portions of word images are the same even when 
those images are degraded by noise that significantly 
impairs OCR performance. This same effect has been 
used previously in a method that determines the font 
and recognizes the function words in a document [3]. 

This paper presents algorithms that are used to cal- 
culate both whole-word as well as partial word rela- 
tions between word images in a document image. This 
information is then used to constrain the decisions of 
an OCR so that they are the same when the corre- 
sponding portions of the images have been found to 
be equivalent. 

2 Visual Inter-Word Relations 

Word images from a page of text are related to each 
other by the six relations defined in Figure 1. Exam- 
ples of those relations are shown in Figure 2. 

Relation number one describes two images that are 
equivalent. This relation occurs often in normal En- 
glish text where the same word is used many times in 
a single passage. Relation number two defines the oc- 
currence of a subimage. That is, one word is entirely 
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Possible Relations between Wi and Ws 
at image level at symbolic level 

1 WI M  w, WI = w, 
2 WI M  subimage-of(W2) W,=X.W,.Y 
3 Zeftpwt-of(Wl) M  left-part-of(Wz) prefix-of(l/ti) = prefix-of(W:,) 
4 rightqart~of(w~) M  rightqart~of(W~) suffiz-of(w~) = SUffiL?AOf(W~) 
5 rightpwt-of(Wl) 25 left-part-of(W2) suffix-of = prefizof(W2) 
6 subimage-of c subimage-of(W2) i W~=X1oYoZ1andW~=X1oYoZ1 

Note: “E” means approximately match at image level; % ” means concatenation. 

Figure 1: Word relations at the image and symbolic levels. 

contained in another. Relations three through five de- 
fine the left-part-of and right-part-of relations. These 
occur often because of the use of common prefixes and 
suffixes. Relation number six defines the occurrence of 
a subimage from one word as the subimage of another. 

3 Algorithms for Detecting Visual 
Inter-Word Relations 

The algorithm that detects the six visual inter- 
word relations is composed of six steps. First, the 
whole-word equivalence relation is detected by an im- 
age clustering algorithm. The image prototypes from 
each cluster (i.e., the average of the word images in 
the cluster) are then compared in five separate step- 
s that determine the other five relations (including 
the subimage, as well as the various left-part-of and 
right-part-of relations). 

3.1 Whole-Word Clustering Algorithm 
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The whole-word clustering algorithm is described 
in Figure 3. An agglomerative technique is used in 
which each image is compared to the list of current 
clusters. If the current word is not sufficiently similar 
to any of the available clusters, a new cluster is started. 
This process is continued until all the words have been 
processed. After clustering, any two word images in 
the same cluster are defined to be equivalent and thus 
hold relation number one with each other. 

The visual similarity between two binary images is 
calculated as described below. This metric is used 
in the word image clustering algorithm described in 
Figure 3 in the if statement where it is determined 
whether an image matches with a prototype. Let A 

and B be two m x 12 binary images, Inside an image, 
“1” and “0” denote “black” and “white” pixel respec- 
tively. We measure visual similarity between A and B 
as 

where LC~” and “V” are and and or operators respec- 
tively. The higher the measurement r is, the better 
two images match. When two images A and B are 
slightly different in size, the similarity between them 
is defined by the maximal matching obtained if A is 
shifted over B. By setting a proper threshold rc, it 
is defined that two images are visually equivalent if 
r(A, B) > rc. Further heuristics on image size (rows 
and columns) as well as other visual characteristics 
such as projection histogram similarity are also used 
to suppress incorrect matches. 

3.2 Finding Sub-pattern Relations 

The other five visual relations are based on different 
types of sub-patterns. These relations are all detect- 
ed by comparing portions of the prototypes from the 
clusters generated by the whole-word clustering algo- 
rithm. The algorithlm that detects that one image is a 
subimage of another is presented in Figure 4. This is 
done by comparing the cluster prototypes for shorter 
words to longer words using the IsSubImage met- 
ric. If two clusters ‘have the subimage relation to each 
other, the individual words in the clusters are marked 
with this information. 
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0 
lefJart_of (W 1) = 
Zeft_part-of( W,) 

@ 
kno rightsart-of (W 1) = 

rightqart-of(W2) 
0 

rightqart-of (W 1) = 
kft-part-ofW2) 

@ __ 
subimage-of(W) = 
subimage-of (Wz) 

Figure 2: Examples of visual inter-word relations. 

4 OCR Postprocessing With Visual 
Inter-Word Relations 

A four-step algorithm is used to postprocess OCR 
results with visual inter-word relations [I]. The first 
three steps locate word decisions that are correct with 
high confidence. In the course of locating such high 
confidence decisions, some OCR errors are corrected. 
These high confidence word decisions are then used to 
learn images that correspond to individual characters 
and character sequences. These images are then used 
to decompose the remaining word images and generate 
new recognition results for them. 

5 Experimental Results 

An experimental system was developed to test the 
effectiveness of the algorithms presented above in im- 
proving OCR performance [I]. The input to this 
system is the output from a commercial OCR (i.e., 
Caere’s AnyFont package) as well as the page images 

that were provided to the OCR. The commercial de- 
vice provides at least a single decision for each word 
and in cases where it is unsure, several alternatives 
are produced. Also, the bounding box coordinates for 
each word are output. 

Six page images containing over 5000 word images 
were used to test the system. These were scanned at 
300 ppi and the binary image produced by the scan- 
ning hardware was used. Uniform noise was added 
to each image using the documentation degradation 
model (DDM) package from the University of Wash- 
ington [2]. 

The accuracy of Caere’s AnyFont OCR package on 
original pages is very high, more than 98% correct 
at the word level. After adding uniform noise with 
DDM, the word correct rate dropped to 73.5%. It was 
observed that the word alternatives produced by the 
OCR do not improve performance significantly. 

Word clustering was then computed using the 
bounding boxes output by the OCR and inter-word 
relations were calculated between pairs of clusters. In 
the present implementation, only the first four visual 
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extract all word images from the text image 
set QUEUE as an empty set 
put all word ima es i&o 

8 B 
UEUE 

set IMAGE-CL STER-L ST as an empty set 
while QUEUE not empty do 

extract an image I from QUEUE 
if image I matches with the prototype of a cluster in IMAGE-CLUSTER-LIST 

add image I as a new member of that image cluster 
* if 

create a new ima e cluster with ima 
add it into IMA&-CLUSTER-LIS?9 

e I 

end if 
endW&iIG 

Figure 3: Algorithm for word image clustering. 

Word Image Clustering { see Figure 3 for detail } 
sort clusters in IMAGE-CLUSTER-LIST b increasing order of the 

one cluster & while IMAGE-CLUSTER-LIST has more t K an 
extract a cluster C from IMAGE-CLUSTER-LIST 
for each cluster D in IMAGE-CLUSTER-LIST & 

if IsSubImage (prototype of C , prototype of D) 

width of their prototypes 

for each word image x in cluster C & 
for each word image y in cluster D & 

x is a subpattern of y 
& for 

end for 
dWiiZ5 

Figure 4: Algorithm for determining words that have the suliimage relation. 

relations in Figure 1 were used. 
The overall word level correct rate was improved 

86% to 92% and the accuracy of their alternative lists 
was improved from 87% to 95%. That is, the error rate 
was reduced by about 40%. It should be noted that 
the word images tested here account for about 71% 
of the words in the original text pages. Implementa- 
tion of the rest of the algorithm will further improve 
performance. 

6 Conclusions 

In this paper several algorithms for computing visu- 
al relations between word images in a text document 
were presented. These relations include equivalence 
between whole words and partial equivalence between 
portions of words. A method for using these relations 
to improve the performance of a commercial OCR was 
discussed. Experimental results were presented that 

demonstrated the effectiveness of the postprocessing 
method. 
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